Did you know?
You’ll be backed
by our 10-Year
Product Warranty

Vigorous grower that
stands up to a wide
range of conditions

With every Eureka Kikuyu PBR
purchase, no matter how big or small,
you will be issued with a Lawn Solutions
Australia Product Warranty Certificate.
This certificate is to ensure that you are receiving
genuine Eureka Kikuyu PBR.
Contact your accredited Lawn Solutions Australia
supplier now to find out how quickly you can
enjoy a brand new Eureka Kikuyu PBR lawn.
Available exclusively through the Lawn Solutions
Australia network nationwide.
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The economical all-rounder,
great for full sun areas

8752 0908

sunnysideinstantlawn.com.au

Why is Eureka Kikuyu
PBR a great choice?

Why choose
Eureka Kikuyu PBR?

It is a true male sterile
Improved disease resistance
Improved resistance to kikuyu yellows and slime
mould that affects most other kikuyu varieties
Excellent tensile strength

An economical, all
rounder kikuyu grass
Eureka Kikuyu PBR is a new strain of kikuyu grass
developed by Lawn Solutions Australia. Eureka
Kikuyu PBR has been developed to provide a high
quality surface with less inputs than other kikuyu
grasses on the market.

Quick repairer

Requires less water and fertiliser than most
common kikuyus

Preferring a sunny aspect, Eureka Kikuyu PBR is a dense,
rapid growing lawn. Its vigorous growth habit allows it to
repair very quickly if damaged and it is able to establish a
strong, deep root base to help it stand up to the hottest
summer days.

Winter active and maintains good colour in
cooler climates

It holds its colour well into winter. It will brown off when
frost affected but bounces back with full vigour in spring.
Eureka Kikuyu enjoys a long growing season and with
regular mowing will hold a good tight growth mat.

With so many kikuyus now commercially available on the
Australian turf market, Lawn Solutions Australia has used its
extensive research and development resources to develop
a new kikuyu that meets the market requirements for
Aussie families and their lawns.
Eureka Kikuyu PBR is also a great solution for planting
out larger areas and as erosion control given the rapid
spread of its runners in favourable conditions. Its tolerance
of waterlogged soils can also make it the best choice for
transpiration areas.
Good for home lawns, racecourses, parks and reserves,
golf tees and fairways.

Quick regrowth coverage
Has an extensive root structure for improved
drought tolerance
Recovers quickly from heavy wear
Great mowing versatility for sports field use
(8mm and above)
Will not suffer extreme thatch like other varieties
Performs well on a large range of soil types
Is a pure strain of improved kikuyu
Developed in Australia by Australian turf farmers
Reduces the need to overow
Grown under Australia’s only national turf
certification program – AusGAP
Great sod strength making installation a breeze
High disease resistance

